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Breaking Through the Generational Barriers
Our Mission
TG will assist and support the genealogical community and those who are seeking their ancestors by
providing outstanding, superior and quality research to all who are striving to discover their Family
History.
•

How is this accomplished ?: All of our research agents are qualified area-specific
genealogists and record searchers. These research agents are located all over the world and
provide us with expert genealogical talent and resources providing you the client with the best
possible results.

•

Our Location?: TG is virtually located in Salt Lake City, Utah , the genealogical capital of
the world. We can meet with you at the Family History Library, your home or online,
whichever is most convenient for you.

•

Timeless Genealogical Services: Seminars or Conferences: held at your locality or
here in Salt Lake City by various hotels; Lectures: speakers for a fireside, a genealogical or
historical society, a family reunion or organization, or just need help putting one together on
power point yourself; Websites: Designing a family website where research can be shared with
family members; Family Organizations: getting one organized and set up, coordinating the
research and payments. Genealogical Assistance: Need us for an hour, a day or a week, we
can work with you side by side with your research. Ancestral Tours: Visit the areas where
your ancestors lived, we can take you there or assist you with planning one.

•

Timeless Genealogies Products : Family Histories and/or Genealogies: Either
assisting you with compiling your own personal family history and genealogy or providing that
service for you in a variety of formats. Charts for Display: From descendancy to ancestry
charts with photos to large circle charts. Ancestral Biographies; Coats of Arms (design and
paint new or known family coats of arms to European heraldic specifications for your family
name). Blazon Interpretation (take a description of a coat of arms - usually in Latin - and
transform that into a coat of arms). Books and CD’s & Software: A vast collection of over
4000 titles to choose from. Great Gift Ideas for you or your favorite Genealogist!
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